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When you sprain your ankle in a hike. This original, do-it-yourself guide can be for handymen
and handywomen, survivalists and campers, knowledge buffs, wellness fanatics, and everyone
who would like to be prepared. Whenever your wedding ring's trapped on your finger and
cactus spines are trapped in your feet. When you're having the worst.. ever. .. day time.. After a
natural disaster, while camping, or when the grid falls, you might not have the best medical
supplies. You'll get easy-to-follow instructions--right from The Survival Doctor--for how to make
use of duct tape to:* Make eyeglasses--lenses and all (using pinhole technology to focus
vision)* Remove a band from a swollen finger and cactus spines from a foot* Make an ankle
brace, wrist splint, and sling* Close a deep wound to avoid an infection* Remove a wart*
Protect your skin from waterborne diseases throughout a flood* Make a tourniquet* End a lung
from collapsing* .. tape yourself together! and more! When a hurricane floods your
neighborhood--and chemical-laden waters block your route to basic safety.In "Duct Tape
911," you'll figure out how to save lives and survive for days on end with numerous medical
problems when you can't get professional help--all with everyone's favorite does-it-all supply.
So obtain some duct tape, and tape yourself together!
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GREAT BOOK with a really strange title.. There are a number of outside-the-box "fixes" in this
publication that a lot of folks will watch and tell themselves, "Why didn't I think of that. Back my
time in Viet Nam we known as our green duct-tape-on-steroids "100-mile-an-hour tape" and
utilized it for everything from repairing our canvas luggage and tents to taping over bullet
holes on our helicopter rotor blades...DUCT TAPE 911 is an extended overdue book, written by
"The Survival Doctor", a qualified medical doctor, who specializes in teaching others various
medical procedures to raised survive in remote areas from medical facilities. I came across this
to be an excellent book, utilizing a large font, that's very easy to learn and understand.. It
actions about 6" x 9" x 3/8" and can easily fit into many 1st Aid kits. Unless you already know
proper bandaging methods, you'll probably love this book.. Well tape me closed! In any other
case the drawings are very good, and easy to comprehend. Suitable for adding to the
camping or emergency box. We am a retired army guy and fight veteran, familiar with many
First Aid books, procedures, and styles..? Price a little large for what it is An interesting little
book, but slightly thin paperback reserve."I came across this to become a very informative
reserve, written in quickly understood conditions, for medical emergencies that one could
expect to encounter away from medical facilities. It really is a comparatively short book of no
more than 100 printed pages, written in laymen's terms, and liberally sprinkled with superb handdrawn photos of the procedure being discussed. I recommend this book for novices and the
experienced. I'll probably purchase more so as to possess one in each of my medical luggage,
kits, packs, and automobiles.. This is primarily because of the fact that my old eye have a
genuine problem seeing all of the very-lightly-drawn lines in the images. great medical
maneuvers with tape Very interesting book;. That is definitely a publication that others should
consider buying. A lot of tips for emergency medical usage of duct tape, but nothing I couldn't
think of myself. This this a really pamphlet as drawings take up a whole lot of room plus some
blank pages.My just complaint regarding this book is that with the hand-drawn pictures it is
sometimes difficult to see the specific factors being discussed. Useful hacks that anyone would
want to know, most described in a nutshell, clear ways. Obvious descriptions of some very
clever ways to use duct tape in a pinch, including some precious first aid hacks. Organized in
manual format for quick reference, but also a quick front-to-back again read if you want. If
you do not have got a roll of duct tape in you device kit, household storage, and car you
probably will after thumbing through this useful reserve. And you should! WOW! A must have if
you would like to be ready for much with hardly any. I recommend you practice each because
they are more tricky than you think. The book takes you beyond the subject as you begin to
understand how many stuff you think can only server one purpose. It really is a pragmatic
example of out of the package thinking that is very needed inside our "One tool for just one
job" thinking. This is good for someone with little-none medical training since it . great medical
maneuvers with tape. Went and bought two rolls the very next day. Great seller/transaction. It
was something special for a friend who makes points .. In critical instances, this kind of tape was
effectively used in many medical emergencies, to include covering sucking chest wounds to
avoid lungs from further collapsing, or stabilizing fractures on the field of fight. It was something
special for a pal who makes items out of duct tape, it will hold him busy creating for quite a
while. It truly is amazing! Expands Your Views ON HOW BEST TO Do Things. Stock up on duct
tape today. Had no idea that this tape has so many relevant uses. It truly is amazing! I would
very much choose that the drawings be more pronounced and easier to view in detail without
straining my eye to take action. This is best for someone with little-none medical training as it
illustrates how to apply first aid type splints, works with and such to various injuries. Five Stars

Great Book Five Stars Fun gift for the duct tape warrior in your life. common-sense ideas; most
had been new to me Got this as something special and go through it in one seating. It's a
sweet book with common-sense concepts; some I knew, but most were not used to me. I never
believed duct tape could possibly be so useful. Even if you can't make use of duct tape
because of adhesive, probably another tape (medical) and you will wrap a sprained ankle,
wrist.?That one point aside, I highly recommend this book to whoever has any use whatsoever
for keeping an initial Aid Kit, medical bag, or plans to venture in to the great outdoors where
medical help could be sparse. But a little too expensive for what it is. Pleasant read Nice
review of basic medical embedded in the duct tape book. As a medical professional, it read
well.
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